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1) Introduction
Moel Plas-yw (Hill Number 14427, Section 30C, OS 1:50000 Map 116, OS 1:25000 Map 265, Grid
Ref. SJ 152668) is listed as a Tump (a UK hill with 30m or more of drop) in the Database of British
and Irish Hills (DoBIH). The summit area has two cairns about 50m apart and DoBIH indicates
that the southerly cairn is the summit but it is only slightly higher than the other. John Barnard
visited this summit on 23 February 2019, and using an Abney level was unable to determine
conclusively the highest point, but the measurements indicated that the ground around the more
northerly cairn may be higher or at least as high.
The main purpose of this survey was to determine accurately the summit position using an
automatic level and staff. The opportunity was also taken to measure the drop, having located the
position of the bwlch, although with map measurements clearly showing a drop in excess of 30m,
reclassification from the list of Tumps was considered unlikely.

2) Equipment used and Conditions for Survey
The survey was carried out using a Leica NA730 Professional Automatic level (X30 telescopic
system)/tripod system and a “1m” E-staff extendable to 5m.
Positions were recorded using Garmin Montana 600 and Garmin Oregon 450 receivers. Instrument
readings were allowed to stabilise for at least five minutes before any were recorded. All grid refs
are recorded to 10 figures, but we acknowledge that the 5th figure in each direction is probably only
accurate to the nearest 5m.
Conditions were excellent for the survey. The weather was warm, 18 degrees Celsius, with
continuous sunshine and no wind. In fact, the previous few days had seen record temperatures for
February and the early Spring weather had brought out singing skylarks and a Painted Lady
butterfly sunning itself on the summit cairn.

3) Character of Hill
Moel Plas-yw is a shoulder on the east side of Moel Arthur which lies in the Clwydian Hills, a
range of hills in NE Wales that run from near the coast at Prestatyn in a southerly direction to
terminate at Llangollen. The most popular hill on this range is Moel Famau which is crowned by
the remnants of a tower. The construction of this tower commenced in 1810 and was built to
celebrate the 50th year of the reign of George III. However, the tower blew down in a great storm in
1862 and was never rebuilt. Moel Arthur and Moel Plas-yw lie about 4km NNW of Moel Famau.
Another feature of this range of hills is the number of ancient hill forts that were built on their
summits and Moel Arthur is a good example of this.
Moel Plas-yw is a “well-manicured” hill with most of the hill-side covered with short lush grass set
aside for the grazing of sheep, although towards the summit the grass becomes more tussocky. This
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contrasts with Moel Arthur to the south-west where once the hill boundary fence and the Offa’s
Dyke path are crossed, the vegetation is extensive deep heather.
Access to Moel Plas-yw is very easy. There is a free car park on the minor road that crosses the
Clwydian hills just south of Moel Arthur. After walking east along this road for about 200m, a wide
footpath turns off the road in a NE direction. After passing through a gate, this path ascends fairly
steeply at first but after about 70m of ascent reaches the bwlch to the east of Moel Arthur. Then one
turns east and walks up the short grass to reach the hill’s summit. Going underfoot is easy and
unless very wet, trainers are adequate footwear.
An extract from the 1:25000 scale OS map is shown below (Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey).
The summit shows a small 420m ring contour, whereas at the bwlch there is a 388m spot height. As
the hill is likely to be higher than 420m, this means the drop should exceed 32m.

4) Survey of the Summit Area
The task was to locate the true summit position using the Leica NA730 level and staff. The summit
area comprises two broad areas about 50m apart, each with its own cairn, and with a shallow dip
between the two areas. Previous measurements with an Abney level had shown that neither of the
two cairns were on the highest points of each of the two areas. The level was set up at a convenient
position between and equidistant from the two cairns. By taking systematic staff measurements in
the area comprising the more southerly cairn, the highest point in this region was found to be about
6m from the cairn and almost due west of it (point 8). The same process was then repeated for the
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area around the northerly cairn, where in this case, the highest point was about 4m from the cairn
and approximately north west of it (point 2). The staff measurements for all the candidate positions
are shown in the schematic diagram below. When taking staff measurements care was taken to
remove any vegetation that would introduce height error into the measurements. Note that
preliminary work with level and staff had shown the areas east of both cairns were lower ground.

The measurements show that the summit of Moel Plas-yw (Point 2) is on unfeatured ground 3.8m
from the northerly cairn and on a bearing of 306 degrees from it. However, this point is very close
in height to other ground (Points 1 and 3) on the northern side of the same cairn. It is also very close
in height, only 9mm higher, than the highest point (Point 8) around the southerly cairn. A
photograph of the summit area is shown in the Appendix.
The ten figure grid references recorded for the summit (Point 2) were: Garmin Oregon 450

SJ 15249 66889

Averaged Height = 428m

Garmin Montana 600

SJ 15250 66892

Averaged Height = 425m

The ten figure grid references recorded for the second highest point (Point 8) were: Garmin Oregon 450

SJ 15280 66856

Averaged Height = 427m

Garmin Montana 600

SJ 15281 66855

Averaged Height = 425m
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5) Line Survey from Bwlch to Summit
Having completed the survey at the summit we next moved to the bwlch. The first task here was to
locate its position. Fortunately, this is an easy bwlch to identify visually as the valley to valley and
hill to hill directions are relatively clear. In the bwlch area, there is a small pond which is formed by
rainwater as no streams feed it, so during a dry spell this pond most likely dries up completely. A
photograph of the area is shown in the Appendix.
The hill to hill direction for the line of the bwlch must pass on one side of the pond so our first task
was to identify which side. Having set up the Leica level on a tripod at a convenient position, staff
readings were taken every 5 metres along parallel lines either side of the pond and in the hill to hill
direction. The measurements clearly showed that ground to the north west of the pond was lower
and therefore the true bwlch would lie on the pond’s south east side, so we then concentrated on this
area. Five parallel lines of flags 5m apart in the hill to hill direction were set out with the separation
of flags in each line at 5m so that the first line just touched the perimeter of higher ground around
the pond. Staff readings were then taken at each flag. The lowest line of flags in the valley to valley
direction was consistently the middle flag in each of the lines and therefore the line of the bwlch in
this direction was clear. This line fell by 0.09m over a distance of 15m and therefore placed the
position of the bwlch near to the perimeter of the pond and on its south east side.
Ten figure grid references for the bwlch were recorded as: Garmin Oregon 450

SJ 14929 66564

Averaged Height = 394m

Garmin Montana 600

SJ 14927 66565

Averaged Height = 392m

Having identified the summit and bwlch positions we next carried out the line survey using the
standard procedure for line surveying. The staff was held vertically on the bwlch position and the
level set up in a convenient position higher on the hill. Once a set of readings had been taken
(Backsight Readings), the staff was then moved to a position further up the hill towards the summit,
but the level was not moved apart from a rotation through “180 degrees” to take another set of
readings (Foresight Readings). Each set comprised a reading of the central level line and the upper
and lower stadia lines. The average of these three reading was then calculated and, provided this
average was within 1mm of the central line reading, then the set was accepted and the line survey
continued. If not, then the measurements were repeated. The process of alternately moving the staff
and level was repeated until the final reading was taken with the staff positioned at the summit.
Details of the line survey are shown in the Appendix. It is seen that the drop from summit to bwlch
is 32.0m. Normally we would have carried out a survey in the opposite direction, in this case
summit to bwlch, in order to confirm this value and obtain a closing error. However, as all the map
evidence indicated a drop exceeding 30m and with a 2m margin over this value, we considered
continuing with the survey as unnecessary as this hill is clearly a Tump.

6) Discussion of Results and Errors
As only a one-directional line survey was carried out and hence no closing error measured, we can
only base an estimate of the uncertainty in the drop from previous experience with line surveys
under similar conditions. The total distances for Backsight and Foresight measurements were 369m
and 336m respectively, so are quite well balanced. This means that if the alignment of the level was
at its maximum tolerance in the specification, then the height error would only be 0.003m and
therefore insignificant. Typically, we would expect the uncertainty for this line survey to be within
+/-0.02m.
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From the variations in staff readings taken around the summit and bwlch and the nature of the
terrain, we would expect the height uncertainties for summit and bwlch to be +/-0.02m and +/0.01m respectively. The uncertainty for the summit is estimated to be higher than the bwlch
because of the increased thickness of vegetation there.
Combining all of the uncertainties we calculate the drop to be 32.04+/-0.03m.
The spot height of 388m at the bwlch area on the 1:25000 OS map is at Grid Reference SJ 14905
66591 (Converted from OSGB15 to Garmin). Our measured position for the bwlch is 35m south
east of this spot height.
Since we estimate the uncertainty in the height measurements for the summit to be +/-0.02m and the
difference between the height of the highest point found (Point 2) around the north west cairn and
the highest point found (Point 8) around the south east cairn is only 0.009m, we cannot be definitive
that we have found the highest point of this hill. However, the balance of probability does seem to
favour the area around the north west cairn. In any case the Tump status of the hill is not in
question.

7) Summary and Conclusions
The summit of Moel Plas-yw is at grid reference SJ 15248 66888*, has no feature marking it and is
3.8m from the north west cairn on a bearing of 306 degrees from it.
The ascent from col to summit of Moel Plas-yw is 32.04+/-0.03m and therefore it remains a
Tump.
*OSGB15 measurements
John Barnard and Graham Jackson, 03 March 2019
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Appendix

Looking NW to summit position marked with yellow flag behind northerly cairn

Looking SE in valley to valley direction to bwlch position marked with yellow flag
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Summit position on north top (flag) looking towards south top
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Title:Instrument:-

Moel Plas-yw
Leica NA730

Date:-

Horizontal Line
Lower Stadia Line
Backsight R Foresight F
Height H Backsight R Foresight F Height H
metres
metres
metres
metres
metres
metres
Bwlch to Summit (GVJ Level/Data recording and JB Staff)
Point Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2.690
4.517
4.074
4.704
4.429
4.225
3.849
3.091
4.620
0.566

0.490
0.251
0.610
0.506
0.481
0.285
0.795
0.503
0.249
0.559

2.470
4.368
3.918
4.600
4.324
4.100
3.682
2.669
4.384
0.431

27-Feb-19
Upper Stadia Line
Backsight R Foresight F
Height H
metres
metres
metres

0.289
0.083
0.403
0.383
0.349
0.151
0.550
0.295
0.199
0.469

2.912
4.669
4.233
4.809
4.531
4.349
4.013
3.513
4.859
0.701

0.692
0.419
0.816
0.630
0.615
0.420
1.040
0.713
0.299
0.652
Sum =
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Mean BS Mean FS Height Difference BS Distance FS Distance
metres
metres
metres
metres
metres

2.691
4.518
4.075
4.704
4.428
4.225
3.848
3.091
4.621
0.566

0.490
0.251
0.610
0.506
0.482
0.285
0.795
0.504
0.249
0.560

36.767

4.732

32.035

44.200
30.100
31.500
31.500
20.900
20.700
24.900
33.100
84.400
47.500

40.300
33.600
41.300
41.300
24.700
26.600
26.900
49.000
41.800
10.000

368.800

335.500

